Editorial

Get Obama Out of the Way
Lyndon LaRouche on Sept. 2 delivered a stark
warning that the United States economy is collapsing, with a financial system bankrupt beyond
repair. However, he added, there are clear corrective measures that can be taken, “if we can get control of the process and stall the collapse.” But this
remedy is political—remove President Obama
from office without further delay, along with his
protector John Boehner. Under Obama’s tenure as
President, the U.S. economy has been virtually
wiped out. Today, the southwest region of the
country is dead, facing a collapse of the entire
water system. This will soon translate into mass
starvation, unless emergency actions are taken—
actions that Obama and Boehner have systematically blocked.
The depth of crisis is highlighted by the fact
that the U.S. banking system is about to blow up
altogether, on a scale far beyond that of the 200709 breakdown; and the American people’s impoverishment has grown worse every year since 2007.
It is not certain what day of the week the blowout
will happen, or whether it will begin with the collapse of a major European or Wall Street bank.
What is certain, however, is that the collapse is
coming very soon.
LaRouche emphasized that recognizing this
harsh reality is the first step toward managing the
crisis so that it does not lead to total disintegration
and death. This means that Boehner must go from
the Speaker’s chair; Obama must go from the
White House. This is the number one matter for
Congress to take up when they return on Sept. 8.
Nothing short of Obama’s removal can create the
conditions by which the United States can avert
total extermination of the economy.
LaRouche’s message to the American people,
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delivered to colleagues on Sept. 2, was: “Obama
is starving you to death, so you must remove him
now. Then we can reorganize the finances of the
nation to prevent a chaotic collapse.” Actions can
be taken right away to boost production in the
United States, by launching vital infrastructure
projects and other measures, so that the reality of
the bankruptcy of the nation can be managed and
a total collapse stalled while new policies are put
in place to restore physical-economic real
growth.
The key to the positive actions that must be
taken, is for the United States to ally with the nations of the BRICS, led by China. China, Russia,
India, Argentina, and Egypt—among others—are
moving aggressively to assert an entirely new
system, based upon the values of productive labor
power, and scientific creativity per se. They are
not about to be intimidated by the hapless Obama,
whose every babbling is more stupid than the
last.
Indeed, the world is laughing at the United
States, while U.S. citizens sit stupefied and depressed, before a President who is steering the
country inexorably toward destruction.
Yet, Americans could change this situation in
the wink of an eye. Look at how Egypt turned
around 180 degrees, after the removal of Mohamed
Morsi, within a matter of months. China’s stunning
progress, since the period of the Cultural Revolution, has taken longer, as has Russia’s, but the
change is equally dramatic. The citizens of these
nations have taken their countries back, and are
forging a future for all mankind.
It’s high time Americans joined them. And the
first step is to get Obama out of office, and out of
the way.
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